See two iconic Territory stories in one iconic location at Stokes Hill Wharf, Darwin.

> Opening Hours
June to September
Open 7 Days 9.30am - 6.00pm - Last Tour 5.00pm
October to May
Monday to Sunday 9.30am - 5.00pm - Last Tour 4.00pm
Public Holidays 10am - 3pm - Last Tour 2.00pm
Closed Christmas Day & Good Friday

Royal Flying Doctor Service Darwin Tourist Facility
(08) 8983 5700
rfdsdarwin.com.au
RFDS Darwin Tourist Facility
Two iconic Territory stories in one iconic location >

One started Territory operations in 1939, the other occurred in 1942, an act of aggression unparalleled on Australian soil.

See, experience and learn through the wonder of technology as this award winning facility brings history to life.

Royal Flying Doctor Service
Enjoy the heroic tales of the birth and growth of the RFDS.

• Life size hologram of John Flynn the Founder of the Flying Doctor Service tells his story of the RFDS

• Interactive story telling mini ghosts: Meet Alf Traeger and Nurse Kathy

• Touchscreen Portals allow the visitor to learn about the history and the activities of the RFDS pilots, engineers, doctors and nurses

• A decommissioned RFDS Pilatus PC 12 aircraft that allows visitors inside the aircraft and experience a fully aero medically equipped fitout

• Pedal Radio invented by Alf Traeger and used by people of the Outback

• Story Boards that provide very informative reading of the history of the Royal Flying Doctor Service

Bombing of Darwin Harbour
Relive the drama of the Bombing of Darwin Harbour, that rocked Australia in 1942.

• Life size hologram of Rear Admiral Etheridge Grant, the Commanding Officer of the USS William B Preston, narrates his own version of the Bombing of Darwin Harbour

• Interactive story telling mini ghosts: Meet Prime Minister John Curtin and Japanese Pilot Hajime Toyoshima

• Virtual Reality of the bombing of Darwin Harbour. A production that’s the pinnacle of a movie in VR

• Full size replica Japanese Zero aircraft hangs from the ceiling

• Replica of Camilla the Flying Boat that escaped from Darwin Harbour and its story

• Window of 1942 and aerial view of the Bombing of Darwin Harbour that comes to life showing the bombing and aircraft fire of the first raid

• Story Boards and displays that show detailed testimony and pictures of the events of February 19th 1942